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ReflectionCo uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using ThoughtCo, you accept usage of cookies. When you create a line chart in Microsoft Excel, your chart can show only a single scatter line. It's often useful, however, to draw two or more lines on the same chart, for example
you can have multiple data series that were collected at the same time, or you want to compare data taken at different times. To create an Excel chart with multiple lines, create a new chart with multiple wet lines or add lines up in an existing chart. Creating a new chart with multiple lines you create a new
chart in Excel, you must specify the data to be rlotted (for more information please see How to make a line graph in Microsoft Excel). When you create a line chart by using one column in Excel data adds only one line mapped to the chart. And when you include two or more columns of data, Excel treats
each column as a separate data range and automatically creates separate lines on the chart for the data in each column. Enter your Data you already have a spreadsheet with data entry into column, skip to the next step (Create your chart, below). In the first row of the worksheet, enter the labels for each
of the mapped data range. Since each data series (the data for each separate line to be mapped) must be in a separate column, you must enter the labels for each data series into a separate column on the first row. Excel uses the labels in the first row of each column to label the lines in the chart for the
data in that column. Enter your data in each of your columns, in the row below the labels. Here's an example worksheet showing two data series. The data per series is in a separate column, and the label is shown on the chart for each is in the first row of each column.1. Select all the cells in each column
containing your data. If there is at least one blank row and one blank column between the data for your chart and any other data in the worksheet (or if the data for your chart is the only data in the worksheet), you can select all your data cells by selecting any cell of the data with tymbling Ctrl-A. 2. On the
Office Ribbon select the Insert tab, click Line in the Charts section of the ribbon, and then select the chart type you want to create. There are several types of line charts used for different purposes. If you are sure what kinds of line charts are created, select either Line or Line with Markers. Don't worry if it's
not right the first time, since you can change it later if you need to. Excel creates a new chart that shows a separate plot line for each column of data. Adding a line to an Existing Chart you already have a line chart, you can add a new line to draw it by editing the Data source for the chart. Enter or copy
and paste the data for the new plot line into the column immediately on the right side of the original data. Make sure to add a label on the first row of the column so that the chart can display a label for new bizarre lines. Click the chart that displays original data to select it. Right-click the chart and select
Select Data... from the pop-up menu. Alternately, click Select Data from Data section in the Office Ribbon in the Chart Tools Design tab. The Select Data Source dialog opens. The data displayed in the chart is shown in the Table data range field. 4. In the Table Data Range field, change the last letter of
the displayed range, make it match to the letter in the last column of the new data. In the example, the Chart data range displays =Sheet2! $A$1:$A$12, but the new column of data is column $B. So the last A (in reference to cell $A$12) must be changed to a B. The resulting chart data series =Sheet2!
$A$1:$B$12. After changing the Chart data range, press the OK button. Recent charts show an additional plot line for the new data. There are two other ways to include new data in the chart from the Select Data Source dialog. 1. Press the row selection button (the small button on the right of the Chart
data range that looks like a grid), and then use your mouse to select all the chart data in the worksheet. Make sure you include both the old and new data, and include the first row in both columns that include the trace labels. 2. Press the Add icon to the Legend Entries (Series) list. You must then
separately type in or select (using the row selection button on each field) only the first row of the data in the new columns, and then all the other data in the new columns except the first row. Since Visual Basic is component-based, software developers are able to create advanced programs in a quick way
by re-using predefined elements in Visual Basic. A common task for basic visual developers is to create a graph and Visual Basic to display data to the end user. Open the Visual Basic Integrated Development Environment (IDE) on your computer. Select a new form from the Visual Basic file menu. Then
select the MSChart Control option from the Visual Basic toolbar with one click on the form in Visual Basic to place the chart on your form. Choose the type of graph to place on your Visual Basic form. For this example, a Graph Bar is selected. Double click the MS Control object on your form. Enter the
following code into the Information about programming control chart. Private Sub Command1_Click() Chart.Column = 1 Chart.Data = 1500 Chart.Column = 2 Table.Data = 3000 Table.Column = 3 Chart.Data = 4500 End Sub File -&gt;Save Choice menu and then click the F5 keyboard function to run the
Basic visual program which will display a basic graph. Westend61/Getty Images Learning to draw coordinates on a grid often starting in fifth or sixth grade and increasing in difficulty levels across high school and beyond. The grid has an x and y-axle that is really two perpendicular lines. A trick to
remember this (and yes, many students often forget who is) is to think of them like being the longer letter so it will still be the vertical line along the axle. x is the horizontal line on the axis. However, if you have a different trick to remember x and the y-axis, use what's working for you. Points where the
intersect x-axis axis is referred to as the origin. You will also see the grid referred to as the categorized coordinators. Numbers for trace points are indicated as (3.4) or (2.2) etc. The first number means you'll start on the x-axis of the axis and move that much across, the second number is the number on
the y-axis. Therefore, for the order pair (3.5) I would go across 3 and up five. There are actually four grid pads on the grid when 0 is the center of the grid. This allows for the vote of positive and negative integers. Negative integers will fall on the left side of the axle from where the two lines are
perpendicular intersect and will also fall below the perpendicular perpendicular lines along the y-axle. This is just a brief BEC of how the programmatic fourteen, or plot lines on the coordinated worksheets, work. With a little practical, you'll understand the concept of no time. There are seven worksheets



and their answers on the second page of the PDF worksheet. D. Russell D. Russell D. Russell D. Russell D. Russell D. Russell D. Russell Factor is the same dividing number in another number, and a prime factor is a prime factor. A factor tree is a tool that breaks any number of its initial factors. Tree
factors are useful tools for students because they provide a graphic representation of the first factors that can be divided into a given number. Factor trees are so called because once created, they look a bit like a tree. The sheets below give students practice in creating factor trees. For example, free
print list of numbers such as 28, 44, 99, or 76 and ask students to create a factor tree for each. Some of the worksheets provide some of the factors first and ask students to fill in the rest; others require students to create factor trees from scratch. In each section, the printed worksheet first with an identical
worksheet below the reply lists makes notes easier. D. Russell Find out how many students know about creating factor trees by having to fill this worksheet first. It requires students to create every factor tree from scratch. Before you have students start this worksheet, explain that when the numbers
factors are, there is often more than one way to do so. It won't matter what numbers are used because they're still finished with the same factors first in the number. For example, the main factors for 60 are 2, 3 and 5, as the example issue demonstrates. D. Russell For this worksheet, students get the first
numbers for each number listed by using a factor tree. If students are overwhelming, can help them master the concept. It provides some of the factors, and students fill in the rest of providing empty space. For example, in the first issue, students will be asked to find the factors in the number 99. The first
factor, 3, is listed for them. Students then find the other factors, such as 33 (3 x 33), which factor more of the first numbers 3 x 3 x 11. D. Russell This worksheet gives students difficulty more help in mastering factor trees because some of the first factors are provided for them. For example, the number 64
factors to 2 x 34, but students can further factor that number to factor first at 2 x 2 x 17, because the number 34 can factor in 2 x 17. D. Russell This worksheet provides some of the factors to help students create factor trees. If students are fighting, explaining that the first number, 86, can only factor in 43
and 2 because both of these numeric are prime numbers. By contrast, 99 can factor to 8 x 12, which can be more factor in (2 x 4) x (2 x 6), which factors more of the first factors (2 x 2 x 2) x (2 x 3 x 2). D. Russell Finishes your factor lesson with this worksheet which also gives students some of the
factors for each number. For more convenient, there are students filling these worksheets which let them get the first factors of numbers without using factor trees. Tree.
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